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The manuscript describes the validation of the improved GDP v4.7 operational retrieval of total column water vapour from GOME-2 using radiosonde observations and ground-based GPS retrievals. The validation concentrates on the calculation of the relative differences of the total column water vapour retrievals and the interpretation of the dependencies of these differences is done by means of the median and some percentiles (5th, 25th, 75th, and 95th) of the distribution.

The topic is of course well suited for publication in AMT, especially in the special issue. Moreover, in the same special issue, the GOME-2 total column water vapour product has been validated/compared with measurements of other instruments in 2 other manuscripts in AMTD:


Furthermore, as already mentioned in a short comment, a recently published paper in AMT also compares GOME-2, radiosonde and GPS retrievals of total column water vapour:


My major concern with the manuscript in its present form is that the findings obtained here have not been opposed thoroughly (enough) to similar findings in the mentioned references. I will give some examples:

- Although, as I understand from the author's response to the referee comments to the Grossi et al. manuscript, the present manuscript and the Grossi et al. manuscript are coupled, e.g. the result of the wet bias of GOME-2B against GOME-2A is not explicitly confirmed here. The major difference of version 4.7 with the previous version is the introduction of an empirical correction of scan-angle dependency, but it is not explicitly stated from the validation in this work if this correction works well or not (see also below). Also, Grossi et al. stated that the quality of the GOME-2 water vapour data might depend on solar zenith angle, surface albedo and cloud fraction due to approximation in the retrieval algorithm (p. 12526, L16-18). This statement has been investigated by constructing Fig. 6. However, from the text, it is not clear if these dependencies are really present or not in the case of the SZA and the cloud fraction.
Both the present manuscript as the Antón et al. manuscript use radiosonde data to validate GOME-2 total column water data. This manuscript uses only GDP v4.7 retrievals, while 86% of the data used in Antón et al. is retrieved with GDP v4.6. This manuscript uses the radiosonde from the IGRA database (a rather inhomogenous database of different radiosonde types, processed differently), Antón et al. uses the homogeneous GRUAN database (all radiosondes types are RS92, all data processed consistently). These differences are vital within the framework of validation studies. Then, as a reader, you expect some comparisons of the findings of both studies, particularly with respect to the dependencies of the GOME-2 radiosonde differences on solar zenith angle, cloud fraction, and total column water vapour.

As has already been mentioned in the short comment by Roeland Van Malderen: some of the findings in the manuscript should be confronted with theirs as well (some examples are given in the short comment).

A second major comment is the imprecise usage of terms like “comparison” and “validation” that are really linked to the main purpose of the paper. For instance, in the title and abstract, “comparison”, “compared” and “comparisons” (2*) are used, while the conclusions begin with “we have performed the global validation”. So, is this a validation or comparison paper? To my opinion, and knowing the background of the authors, this is a validation study, since the purpose is really to compare the GOME-2 retrievals against references of known accuracy, such as radiosonde and GPS ground-based observations. But, then, a description of the accuracies of radiosonde and GPS retrievals of total column water vapour is missing in Section 3: “Ground-based data sources”. In this context, please also note that radiosonde observations are in-situ observations and not ground-based.

I also think that the important section 5, with the title “Results and discussion” should be reorganized. First, you might explain and argue on the used statistical method (relative and not absolute differences, median and not mean, percentiles (5th, 25th, 75th, and 95th) of the distribution), then show the overall agreement and define subsections for each of the investigated dependencies of the differences.

Finally, the English could also be improved. Very often, the article word (the, a) is missing or is used improperly. I advise you to ask a native speaker to read the manuscript. Different spellings of the same word are used throughout the manuscript (e.g. vapor and vapour, co-located and collocated). Please choose one and use it consistently throughout the manuscript afterwards. Also, identical formulations are repeated closely after each other (e.g. “The comparisons are performed...” in two sentences in a row in the abstract).

Taking these considerations into account, I believe the paper can be accepted for publication after a major revision by the authors. I think that the paper can greatly be improved with the suggested supplementary comparison of the findings with other studies and proposed corrections and I am willing to review it anew afterwards. The core of the research is very interesting and well established, but there is a need to dig a little deeper and add some perspective to the work by comparison with the literature.
Title: comparison → validation

P12518, l6: GPS does not “observe” water vapour, but water vapour is retrieved by GPS. A GPS system registers time delays. Therefore, change to “co-located radiosonde observations and Global Positioning System (GPS) retrievals”

P12518, l6-8: both sentences start with “The comparisons are performed”. Please use “validation” and another formulation for one of them.

P12518, l11: please remove “and screened for soundings with incomplete tropospheric column”

P12518, l14-20: radiosondes are in-situ measurements rather than ground-based. You should use the term GPS total column water vapour “retrievals”, rather than “observations”.

The abstract might mention something about the investigated dependencies of the differences on SZA, cloud fraction, surface albedo, geography.

P12518, l23: in the Kiehl and Trenberth 1997 paper, it is written that water vapour accounts for about 60% of the greenhouse effect for clear skies. So, please add this.

P12519, l26-27: the microwave measurements are typically limited to ocean areas. Infrared observations on the other hand have the ...

P12520, l20: Grossi et al. (2014) compared “it” to SSMIS measurements etc. Now “it” refers to the algorithm and so you are stating that an algorithm is compared with measurements.

P12520, l26: have been extensively compared with SSM/I observations instead of “validated against”

P12520, l26-27: “Data have been found to generally slightly ...” What an awkward phrasing. Please reformulate.

P12522, l12: Replace title in “In situ and ground-based data sources”

In Section 3, you should write some lines about the homogeneity of the datasets and give accuracy estimates (see e.g. Van Malderen et al. (2014) and references therein).

Also, specify which auxiliary meteorological data have been used to convert the GPS Zenith Total Delay measurements to TCWV.

P12523, l3-5: The discussion about the biases between radiosondes and GPS is so incomplete and is wrong. Igondova (2009) (is this peer-reviewed? I think they are better references than this one) mentioned a wet bias of 0.135 kg m² of GPS against radiosondes (the differences is actually PWV_{GPS} – PWV_{radiosonde}), and I did not find the sentence you quoted in the original Wang and Zhang (2008) publication. On the contrary, to my knowledge and also in this publication, most common radiosonde types have a dry bias against GPS PWV retrievals. The paragraph should be rewritten considerably.

P12523: In section 4, you are using co-location for both spatial co-location and time coincidence. The text will be clearer if you make the distinction between both and speak about coincidence for time.

P12523, l24-26: Please rewrite your radiosonde –GOME 2 co-location criteria. “GOME-2 measurements that are co-located with the radio soundings within GOME-2 pixel” is such an awkward phrasing, and also not very clear. What do you mean? You calculated the trajectories of the radio soundings and subsequently looked for co-location with the GOME-2 pixels? Or you selected radiosonde measurements with sites located in the GOME-2 ground pixel? Your next sentence also does not help in clarifying this criterion.
- P12524, l1: by integrating “the specific humidity measurements” from “the” surface up to ...
- P12524, l7: Please reformulate “GOME-2 and GPS measurements co-located within GOME-2 pixels”. Again awkward phrasing.
- P12524, l9-11: It is not clear what the maximal allowed time difference between the GOME-2 and GPS measurements actually is. If you have GPS measurements every 30 minutes, it will be 15 minutes, as you stated. But is it not clear from the text what you do if you have gaps in the GPS time series. Then you allow a larger time difference? Please reformulate.
- P12524, l12: We have used only GPS measurements that have “a” formal error (as specified in “the” data files) not exceeding 0.3. → 0.3 kg m⁻² or 0.3%? Please specify.
- P12524, l21-24: Argue why you are using this statistical methodology to compare GOME-2 measurements with radiosonde and GPS retrievals of TCWV.
- P12525, l1-2: “This suggests that GOME-2 water vapour estimates are less reliable above 50 kg m⁻².” On which grounds do you make this statement? Are there indications that the GOME-2 retrieval does not work well at high TCWV values? High TCWV values can be associated with clouds, so can these have an impact on the retrieval? Have you so much confidence in the RS and GPS retrievals above 50 kg m⁻²?
- P12525, l2-5: “The range and number of outliers (i.e., large differences, which are seen in Fig. 2), is however smaller in comparison with GPS than in the comparison with sondes. This might be due to a smaller time difference between GOME-2 and GPS measurements, or due to a more robust water vapour estimates in GPS data.” → Perhaps you should look up in the literature how GPS TCWV retrievals behave with respect to radiosonde observations for large TCWV values!
- P12525, l10-11: “This agrees also with the differences between radiosonde and GPS data reported in Wang and Zhang (2008).” As already mentioned, Wang and Zhang (2008) mentioned a dry bias of radiosondes w.r.t. GPS. And if you want to compare radiosonde data with GPS TCWV retrievals, do it directly and not via the comparisons with GOME-2.
- P12525, l14-15: “The shape of the scatter plots (Fig. 2) suggests that the overall biases depend on water vapour abundances.” → What about “The overall biases are independent of the water vapour abundances between 8-50 kg m⁻². At the edges of the TCWV range, a dependency might be observed, but might be related with specific instrumental shortcomings for measuring TCWV.” Could this statement be valid instead? Why (not)? Please argue.
- P12525, l19-20: “At low H₂O values, below 8 kg m⁻², a large positive bias is clearly visible, especially in comparisons with the GPS data.” Why is this to your opinion?
- P12525, l26-27: “No significant difference can be seen in behavior between GOME-2A and B.” How this relate to the findings in Grossi et al. (2014)?
- P12526-12528: Especially the section 5.2 could be restructured and organized better. A division in subsections could improve the readability of the different investigated dependencies. Now all results are presented directly one after the other.
- P12526, l2-9: Here, you should explain more about the scan angle dependency and its consequences for the TCWV retrieval. In this part, it is not mentioned anywhere that this results in a bias between the H₂O product for the west and east part of the swath and the central ground pixels (Grossi et al., 2014). This information is necessary to interpret Fig. 5.
As observed in Fig. 5, the scan-angle dependence of GOME-2 H2O data is small. However, the western edge of the GOME-2 swath shows about 5% higher water vapour column than the eastern one in comparisons with the radiosonde observations. In comparisons with the GPS observations, both edges of the swath show wet bias about 10% compared to the center of the swath. So, what can you conclude about the empirical correction applied in GDP v4.7? Based on these findings, does it work well? Why (not)?

How do these findings on the dependency of the relative differences on SZA and cloud fraction relate with the results obtained in Grossi et al. (2014) and especially in Antón et al (2014)?

You should include in Table 2 the number of co-locations for the different surface types. There might be a sampling size issue. Discuss.

This paragraph can be shortened considerably in case of only considering the seasonal and latitudinal dependence of the bias with respect to radiosondes. At the end of the paragraph, you give the argument yourself: the GPS network is too sparse, especially in the Southern Hemisphere, so that the zonal monthly medians are based on data of just a few stations (even with questionable GPS or meteorological data quality). So, concentrate in this paragraph only on the GOME-2 radiosonde biases! Fig 9. can also be omitted, just refer to Fig. 1 to point to the GPS network being sparse, especially in the Southern Hemisphere.

When compared with sondes, GOME-2A generally has a wet bias in the Southern Hemisphere and a dry bias in the Northern Hemisphere. What is the reason for this?

Seasonal variations in the differences can be seen at mid-latitudes, especially in the Southern Hemisphere. These seasonal variations at mid-latitudes are in broad agreement with the general dependence of GOME-2 biases shown in Fig. 3: a negative/smaller bias in wet seasons (summer) and a positive/larger bias in dry seasons (winter). OK, but would you then not expect a negative/smaller bias at low latitudes (high TCVW) and a positive/larger bias at high latitudes (low TCVW)?

Technical corrections far from complete!

The total column water vapour product...

The period January 2007 – July 2013

“A” good general agreement...

The knowledge of the spatio-temporal distribution and variability of ... is very important for “the” assessment of ...

Since ground-based observations do not provide “a” uniform global coverage...

from “the” Constellation Observing System for ...

Water vapour can also be measured...

UV/VIS spectrometers “like the” Global Ozone ...

and have the advantage of “a” high sensitivity to ...

tropospheric instead of tropospheric

EUMETSAT’s Metop-A and B satellites

“The” Metop series form...

GOME-2 is dedicated to “the” observation...
• P12520, l18: with “a” correlation coefficient of 0.99 and “a” mean bias of ...
• P12520, l19: Grossi et al. (2014) provided “a” detailed description...
• P12520, l20: “a” combined SSM/I + MERIS dataset
• P12520, l21: “A” good general agreement...
• P12520, l22: with “a” mean bias of ...
• P12520, l24: The water vapour products from “the” GOME/ERS-
  2 and ...
• P12520, l25: retrieval algorithms as the ones used for...
• P12521, l1: In clear-sky conditions,...
• P12521, l14-15: GOME-2 has “a” spatial resolution of 40km *80 km with “a” swath width...
• P12522, l3: uncertainties of “the” individual measurements.
• P12522, l9-10: data can be found in “the” Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document and “the”
  Product User Manual ...
• P12522, l13: “The” Integrated Radiosonde Archive (IGRA)...
• P12522, l14: maintained by “the” National Climatic Data Center (NCDC)...
• P12522, l17: “the” source of the data...
• P12522, l18-19: “The applied” quality assurance procedures are...
• P12522, l20-21: of all soundings reached “the” 100 hPa (10hPa) level. “An” average sounding
  has 46 levels (“a” vertical resolution “of” about 0.5 km).
• P12523, l9: effective cloud fraction (“the” product of cloud top albedo...)
• P12523, l8-10: These two sentences in a row start with “The ... cloud flag is set”. Please avoid
  this kind of repetitions, be more creative in your writing.
• P12523, l13: in the calculation of “the” air mass factor correction...
• P12523, l15: “larger” than 75° instead of “greater” than 75°. Replace “in order to” with “to”.
• P12523, l18: solar zenith angles “larger ” than
• P12523, l21: GOME-2B observations from 13 December 2012 (drop “the”)
• P12524, l2: Replace “Soundings without specified tropopause were discarded” by
  “Soundings without an identified tropopause were discarded”.
• P12524, l10: Replace “for full day” by “all day” and add “at a frequency of 30 minutes”.
• P12524, l14: “The” total number of co-locations...
• P12524, l19: Replace “In order to” with “To”
• P12524, l26: everywhere in section 4, you use “co-locations” and here (also at other places),
  you speak about “collocated”. Please adapt.
• P12525, l6-8: Good correlations of both GOME-2A and GOME-2B with “in situ and” ground-
  based data are observed, with correlation coefficients of 0.91 against radiosondes and 0.94
  against GPS.
• P12525, l8-10: GOME-2 data show “a” negative (dry) bias ... and “a” positive (wet) ...
• P12525, l23: with “a” magnitude of about 1 kg m²
• P12526, l5: to “a” large extent by “a” semi-empirical correction
• P12526, l19: collocated ⇒ co-located
• P12526, l23: “The” scatter of the relative difference...
• P12526, l26: we have applied cloud screening. Despite this, “a” difference of...
• P12527, l3: As observed in Fig. 6 (right) “the” surface albedo...
• P12527, l5-6: from “a” positive (wet) bias of up to ... to “a” negative (wet) bias up “to” 20 % for ...
• P12527, l8-9: Biases “obtained” here...
• P12527, l9-10: Sea pixels (very low albedos) show “a” positive bias, ...
• P12527, l13: information about “the” albedo is limited.
• P12527, l14: might “solve” this problem instead of might “resolve” this problem
• P12528, l20: from “the” IGRA archive and GPS data from “the” COSMIC/SuomiNet network.
• P12528, l21: Overall, “the” GOME-2 data agree well with both datasets: correlation coefficients... → drop “correlative”. What do you mean? The datasets are dependent?
• P12528, l23: Small negative (dry) median differences ... are observed against radiosonde measurements, while a positive (wet) median difference ... is obtained against GPS.
• P12529, l2: from “a” positive (wet) bias...
• P12529, l3: to “a” negative bias up “to” 20%
• P12529, l6: GOME-2A generally shows “a” good ability to...
• P12529, l7: No trend in “the” median difference with...
• References: please add the website link for the two Valks et al. documents
• No additional remarks on the tables and figures (see above). These are very clear.